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Abstract—With the growing number of cores per processor, on-
chip communications are becoming a critical issue. Conventional
wired mesh Networks-on-Chips (NoC) are reaching their scalabil-
ity limit, paving the way for new interconnect technologies such
as Radio Frequency (RF), Optics and 3D. This paper presents a
new routing mechanism based on the WiNoCoD architecture, a
hierarchical RF interconnect with dynamic bandwidth allocation
for Chip Multi Processors (CMP). WiNoCoD consists of three
levels of hierarchy with an RF NoC at the highest level, a wired
mesh NoC and a crossbar at the lowest level. In this paper, we
propose a new organisation for the manycore supporting the
RF-NoC, and introduce a new routing algorithm that can choose
between wired and RF networks in order to optimize the use of
RF. We show that the new architecture improves performance
in terms of latency and saturation. Platform simulations show
a latency reduction for lower transaction rates of up to 10%
compared to the original WiNoCoD architecture and up to 30%
compared to a wired mesh NoC. Furthermore, smart routing
pushes back the saturation threshold up to 20%.

Index Terms—Integrated circuit interconnections, Network on
Chip, NoC, Radio Frequency, RF, Dynamically Reconfigurable,
Multi-Core, Many-Core

I. INTRODUCTION

Conventional Network-on-Chips (NoCs) are interconnects
using routers linked together to form a grid and used to connect
processor nodes inside a chip. They have been developed to
resolve communication issues that classical communication
mediums, such as bus and crossbar, present in the context
of Chip Multi Processors (CMP). Indeed, bus interconnects
have latency issues when too many initiators want access
for communications. Furthermore, physical limitations such
as wire length and clock frequency limit the bandwidth of the
bus. Crossbars improve latency and bandwidth at the cost of a
lot more chip surface dedicated to the interconnect. Moreover,
the bandwidth grows with the size of the network, even if the
maximum length of the wires used to connect the routers can
have an impact on the topology of the network.

However, in conventional NoCs, latency limitations arise
when the number of cores increases: the further two cores are
apart, the more intermediate routers will have to be crossed by
transmitted data to reach the destination. Additionally, wired
mesh networks are not particularly suited for broadcast type
transactions and dynamic reconfiguration.

Technological solutions such as 3D, Optics and Radio
Frequency (RF) are being developed to alleviate those issues.

In [1], we introduced the WiNoCoD architecture (Wired RF-
based Network On Chip Reconfigurable On Demand) as an RF
solution using a hierarchical RF NoC with dynamic allocation
of communication resources.

In this paper, we present a new routing mechanism for
the WiNoCoD architecture. It is based on a new organisation
of the manycore supporting the RF-NoC and introduces a
routing mechanism that chooses between the RF and the wired
networks, according to the distances between sources and
destinations. The rest of the paper is organised as follows.
Section 2 presents an overview of related works. Section 3
presents the RF NoC architecture. In order to evaluate our
new solution, section 4 details the experimental setup used to
evaluate the RF NoC, and section 5 presents and analyses the
obtained results. Finally, section 6 concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORKS

Following ITRS recommendations [2], new technologies are
being explored to solve intra-chip communication issues such
as latency and bandwidth. 3D solutions try to reduce distances
while optic and RF solutions try to reduce transit time. Fur-
thermore, architectural solutions are explored to optimize the
use of communication resources thanks to dynamic allocation.

A. Technological Solutions

1) 3D NoC: With 3D chips, stacked layers are used to
increase the connectivity of the NoC routers. Vertical connec-
tions are added between layers and can be used to transmit
data [3]. By switching from a large 2D chip to several smaller
stacked layers, the maximum distance between two nodes in
a network of size N is reduced from 2

√
N to 3

√
N . This type

of connection can also be used to connect specialised layers
in heterogeneous System-on-Chip (SoC). However, larger 3D
NoCs encounter the same problems as 2D NoCs in terms of
latency and saturation. Mixed systems using 3D and optics [4]
or 3D and RF [5] aim to solve those problems. Nevertheless,
heat dissipation remains a problem in 3D architectures [6].

2) Optical NoC: Optical NoCs allow for much greater
transmission speed than regular wired NoCs [7]. They are
composed of emitters that convert electrical signals into optical
ones; a physical optical guide where optical waves travel;
receivers that translate optical waves into electrical signals [8].
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Fig. 1. Strict CMP hierarchical architecture

If these NoCs allow for greater bandwidth and lower latency,
they can require different semi-conductor technologies than
CMOS. Furthermore, they suffer from greater thermal sensi-
tivity and typically require an external light source.

3) RF NoC: Similar to optical NoCs, RF NoCs enable
faster communication to solve bandwidth and latency prob-
lems [9]. However, they have the benefit of being fully
compatible with current CMOS technologies. Radio waves
can be transmitted using a waveguide [10] or antennas [11].
Architectures using antennas are more flexible than those using
waveguides but suffer from more sensitivity to interference and
increased power consumption [12].

B. Communication Resources Allocation

The above technological solutions aim to improve both
latency and bandwidth. However, on-chip traffic is not nec-
essarily constant and uniform in both space and time. Dealing
with this spatio-temporal heterogeneity is one of the major
limitations of classical wired NoCs. Adding priority to some
messages does not remove the obligation to travel through
intermediate routers for node-to-node communication. More-
over, reassigning unused bandwidth to parts of the chip that
need it is a complex task on both 2D and 3D wired NoCs.

However, both optical and RF NoCs can establish direct
communication links between any source and destination on
the chip. Overlying such network on top of a classical NoC
allows to create shortcuts thanks to the physical medium
(waveguide, antennas, frequency bands, etc.) of this top-level
network. Moreover, this extra bandwidth can be dynamically
reallocated to handle heterogeneous traffic. Therefore, three
types of allocation mechanisms have been proposed: Multiple
Write Single Read (MWSR), Single Write Multiple Read
(SWMR) and Multiple Write Multiple Read (MWMR).

Indeed, in optical and RF NoCs, the bandwidth is divided in
channels that can be allocated according to the communication
needs of the nodes. In [13], an MWSR communication scheme
is presented where each receiver node has an associated

channel used to receive data from other nodes. However,
MWSR does not support broadcast and requires additional
logic to avoid data collision from multiple sources writing
to the same destination.

In [8], an SWMR scheme is implemented. Each channel is
used by a single emitter node to communicate. Each receiver
node has to decode every channel to identify the data intended
for it. SWMR supports broadcasting but requires more power
as a node writes on all available channels.

The MWMR scheme allows for multiple channels to be
assigned to a single node for transmitting while simultane-
ously allowing for each node to receive data from different
channels and nodes [14]. This scheme requires arbitration on
both emission and reception and consumes the most energy.
However, it is the most flexible scheme, allowing for advanced
reconfiguration mechanisms and supports broadcast.

III. PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE

As said in the previous section, RF communication has a
number of advantages, especially in terms of propagation time,
which is about 0.5 ns for 100 mm in silicon. At the scale of
a chip, it can be considered constant regardless of source and
destination. Furthermore, RF waves transmission and reception
times are also constant for every source and destination. This
means an RF NoC is able to transmit data in constant time,
unlike router-based NoCs where delay increases along with
the distance between source and destination. Still, even if
constant, this time is greater than the one required to cross
a single router. It is then relevant to use the RF NoC only
from a certain distance of transmission. Another benefit of
using RF communication is the ability to dynamically allocate
communication resources in order to maximise bandwidth
occupation.

The WiNoCoD hierarchical architecture has therefore been
set up, with the RF NoC as the highest communication level.
In [15], we evaluated the physical characteristics of WiNoCoD
for a CMP with 4 096 cores assuming a 22 nm target technol-
ogy. The complete RF NoC contributes to 5.5% of the overall



power consumption which is 180 W, and 4.5% of the overall
area which is 920 mm2. Those overall physical characteristics
being comparable with those of the IBM POWER8 which are
190 W and 649 mm2.

In this section, we first describe the WiNoCoD architec-
ture and then detail changes proposed to allow optimization
of the use of communication resources. We then focus on
communication management itself within the architecture, first
presenting the RF channels allocation algorithm, then focusing
on the new smart routing mechanism that aims to judiciously
dispatch data between the wired and the RF networks.

A. CMP Architecture and RF-NoC Interface

The hierarchical architecture of the CMP used in WiNoCoD
is composed of super-clusters which contain clusters, which
themselves contain multiple cores and various peripherals as
shown in Fig. 1.

The first level in the hierarchy is the cluster. A cluster
contains P processors, each with an instruction and a data
cache, along with a local RAM and a DMA. These components
are connected with a crossbar that can access a grid-router,
allowing inter-cluster communications on the second hierarchy
level. The second level is the super-cluster. A cluster is
connected to four of its neighbours to form a M×M grid. One
router in each super-cluster (typically the one at the center)
is connected to the RF waveguide using a specialised RF
interface. The third and final level is the RF NoC. It is used to
connect the different super-clusters together via the waveguide
using the RF interface. The waveguide is the structure that
supports radio-waves transmission from emitter to receiver.

Within this scheme, two types of organisations have been
defined and tested, the original strict version [15] and a new
flexible one which we introduce in this work:

1) Strict CMP Hierarchy: In the original strict organi-
sation, super-clusters can only communicate using the RF
NoC through the waveguide, as shown in Fig. 1. This has
the advantage of simplifying routing since there is only one
path between two clusters in different super-clusters: the RF
waveguide. However, this topology increases the latency be-
tween physically neighbouring clusters when they are located
in different super-clusters: indeed, they have to pass across
the CMP using RF, which has a higher transmission time
than crossing a single router. Furthermore, this organisation
increases the number of communications through the RF NoC,
which may artificially create bottlenecks in the network and
therefore increase global latency.

2) Supple CMP Hierarchy: We introduce a new organisa-
tion, pictured in Fig. 2. The supple hierarchy adds wired con-
nections between adjacent clusters in different super-clusters.
A 2D-mesh that spans the entire CMP is thus created and
data can now travel either as if it was on a classical wired
NoC mesh or by using the RF waveguide. However, the
routers of the clusters now have to decide between routing
data using the wired mesh or using the RF NoC. This is
achieved by modifying the router and adding time and distance

Fig. 2. Supple CMP hierarchical architecture

considerations between the emitter and the receiver on the
mesh, at the cost of more hardware complexity.

3) RF NoC Interface Architecture: In both strict and supple
organisations, each cluster features an RF interface that allows
access to the waveguide (see Fig. 3). The interface translates
data packets coming from the wired network into radio waves.
The RF NoC uses Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple
Access (OFDMA) to encode data. This type of scheme splits
the bandwidth into sub-channels that can be assigned and
reassigned to the various super-clusters using a dynamic band-
width allocation algorithm. It allows multiple super-clusters
to simultaneously transmit on the different sub-channels of
the bandwidth, depending on their needs. The RF interface
converts the flow units (flits) into RF signals and its main
components are:

1) An arbiter that queues data flits coming from the wired
network and translates them into flits that will circulate
on the RF network. It also send the filling state of its
internal FIFO which is used in the dynamic allocation
algorithm.

2) A coder handles data encoding into symbols using
BPSK, QPSK or 16-QAM modulation schemes.

3) A demultiplexer performs the placement of data symbols
corresponding to the allocated sub-channels of the RF
bandwidth and the filling state symbols on the dedicated
service sub-channel of the super-cluster.

4) An N -point IFFT produces the real and imaginary parts
of the signal to be sent, with N the sub-channels total
number.

5) An emitter that converts the IFFT outputs from digital
domain to analog domain and then sends the signal on
the waveguide.

6) The waveguide.
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7) A receiver that collects the signal sent on the waveguide
and then converts it back in the digital domain.

8) An N -point FFT that divides the signal into the N
original sub-carriers.

9) A multiplexer that reconstructs the emitted data flits and
the service flit by selecting symbols on sub-channels of
the bandwidth.

10) A decoder that decodes data according to the chosen
modulation schemes.

11) A router that transmits data flits to the wired network,
only if the flit is intended for the given super-cluster,
and the service flit to the RF controller.

12) An RF controller that implements the dynamic allocation
algorithm. To do so, it receives the filling state informa-
tion of all the clusters thanks to the dedicated service
sub-channel of the RF bandwidth. It also indicates to the
demultiplexer which sub-channels are available to send
data and to the coder and the decoder which modulation
scheme is currently used according to the allocation
algorithm.

B. Communications Resources Management
Routing in the wired network is performed using a X-

first algorithm: routing is first done in the X dimension and
once the correct column is reached, the packet is vertically
routed in the Y dimension. This routing is deadlock-free since
restrictions on data routing prevents circular dependencies in
routers. In this subsection, we detail how the RF interface
dynamically allocates RF channels to super-clusters. In order
to limit the saturation of the RF network and optimize the use
of RF, we then introduce the routing mechanism that chooses
between the two networks.

1) RF Dynamic Bandwidth Algorithm: In order to optimize
the bandwidth utilisation, a dynamic allocation algorithm was
devised exploiting the OFDMA reconfiguration potential [15].
This algorithm is distributed in all the RF controllers to avoid
latency and extra communications between RF interfaces. To
do so, each super-cluster must periodically transmit its filling
state using its dedicated part of the service sub-channel of
the RF NoC. Thanks to the architecture’s intrinsic broadcast
support, sending this information to all the nodes takes the
same effort as sending them to a single node.

The dynamic allocation algorithm is divided into four states
(see Fig. 4):

1) At the start of the RF cycle t, each super-cluster i sends
its filling state Bt

i on the RF-NoC. The RF controllers
then collect all the emitted filling states.

2) The controllers compute the sum St of the filling
states Bt

i of all the N super-clusters connected to the
waveguide: St =

∑N
j=1 B

t
j .

3) The controllers then compute At+1
i , the number of sub-

channels to be allocated to node i at cycle t + 1, with
M the total number of sub-channels: At+1

i = M × Bt
i

St

4) The allocated sub-channels are then registered in the
demultiplexer. They can now be used by the super-
cluster to transmit data through the RF NoC.

Data can be continuously transmitted over the RF network,
even while the controller computes a new allocation configu-
ration. When computation is finished, the new available sub-
channels are simply provided to the demultiplexer.

T

WAIT CLUSTER NEEDS

SUM

DATA TRANSMISSION

CLOCK

RF CYCLE

RECONFIGURATION

RATIOS CALCULATION

Fig. 4. RF controller allocation scheme timing diagram

2) Smart Routing: The new supple architecture requires a
routing algorithm that chooses between the wired and the RF
networks. In order to do so, we developed a routing algorithm
which estimates the routing time between the current router
and the destination. It takes A cycles to cross a single router
and B cycles to cross the RF NoC. So, to go from a local
node (xl, yl) to a destination node (xd, yd) using only the
wired NoC, you need the following number of cycles tNoC :

tNoC = A× (| xd − xl | + | yd − yl |) (1)

To travel using the RF NoC, the algorithm first routes the flit
from the local cluster (xl, yl) to the local RF interface cluster
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Fig. 5. Ratio of use between RF and wires for each cluster.

(xlRF
, ylRF

) using the wired network. The flit then travels
through the waveguide to the destination super-cluster. It is
received by the destination RF interface cluster (xdRF

, ydRF
).

Finally, it is routed to the destination cluster (xd, yd) using
the wired network. We therefore need to add these three
transmission times to obtain the total number of cycles tRF

to pass through the RF:

tRF = A× (| xlRF
− xl | + | ylRF

− yl |)
+B

+A× (| xd − xdRF
| + | yd − ydRF

|)
(2)

If the cycle number tNoC is less than or equal to tRF , the
routing will be done over the wired network and otherwise
over the RF network. Without smart routing and for homoge-
neous traffic, a packet is ×15 more likely to use RF over the
wired network, thus probably creating saturation issues. Smart
routing allows to level out this ratio, as can be seen on Fig. 5,
which shows the ratio between packets using RF and packets
using only the wired network. As found by simulation, the
maximum ratio is now 4. Clusters on the edges of the chip, or
at the center of super-clusters are more likely to require long
distance transmission. Therefore, smart routing grants them a
better access to the RF NoC.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY

In order to simulate the WiNoCoD architecture, test plat-
forms were modelled in SystemC CABA (Cycle Accurate - Bit
Accurate) using the SoCLib library of components [16]. We
aimed to evaluate the new supple organisation and measure the
impact of the communication resources optimization features:
dynamic RF bandwidth allocation and smart routing between
RF and wired networks. To do so, the models must provide the
RF bandwidth distribution among the super-clusters, and also
represent data travelling on these RF channels. In the RF-NoC
interface architecture, on the emitter side, this information is
available at the output of the demultiplexer stage (or at the
input of the multiplexer stage on the receiver side). As a

result, for simulation speed purposes, we chose for our models
to abstract the RF front-end and the waveguide, therefore,
in our platforms, an ”ideal digital waveguide” connects the
RF interfaces demultiplexers with the multiplexers. More
information about the RF front end and its performances can
be found in [17].

Another simplification was the substitution of CPU cores
inside the cluster with traffic generators. Four kinds of traffics
were tested on the architectures:

• Homogeneous traffic (Fig. 6) in which a cluster sends a
transaction to another randomly chosen cluster.

• Heterogeneous traffic (Fig. 7) in which all clusters send
transactions to the same cluster thus creating a hot-spot.

• Broadcast traffic (Fig. 8) in which all the clusters can
generate broadcast type transactions.

• Mixed traffic (Fig. 9) which aims to approximate the
overall traffic of real applications. It is composed of 5% of
broadcasts, 10% of heterogeneous transactions and 85%
of homogeneous traffic. These average rates have been
estimated by Jerger et al. [18] for broadcast and Chiu et
al. [19] for hot-spots.

A version of WiNoCoD was written using the Distributed
Scalable Programmable Interconnect Network (DSPIN) [20].
This router network is already described using SoClib and thus
provides the 2D mesh framework needed by WiNoCoD. The
DSPIN routers were modified and a new communication port
was added in order to route data toward the RF network. Note
that it is also possible to interface WiNoCoD with different
protocols in order to be linked with different sets of IP cores.

For the experimental parameters, we chose to simulate three
different architectures, each featuring 1 024 clusters:

• A 2D 32× 32 mesh NoC based on DSPIN routers,
• A strict WiNoCoD architecture of 16 super-clusters, each

including 8 × 8 clusters, with and without dynamic
reconfiguration,

• A supple WiNoCoD architecture of 32×32 clusters, with
and without dynamic reconfiguration.

The number of cycles to cross a single DSPIN router was
set to A = 3 since their finite-state machines include 3 states.
The number of cycles to cross the waveguide depends on the
bandwidth characteristics and the CPU core frequency. We
assume a bandwidth of 20 GHz divided into 512 sub-carriers
and cores running at 1 GHz which induces B = 25 cycles to
cross the RF NoC [17].

V. RESULTS ANALYSIS

At this point, we need to carefully distinguish ”RF-cycles”,
corresponding to the OFDMA period of 25 ns and used to
represent the injection rate, from ”cycles” corresponding to the
1 Ghz clock frequency of the cores and used to evaluate the
latency of communications. Fig. 6 shows that the wired mesh
network has a constant latency of 139 cycles for injection
rate up to 1 transaction per cluster per RF-cycle. The mesh
saturation is not shown on the graph, the saturation occurring
for injection rates around 4 transaction/cluster/RF-cycle. The
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Fig. 6. Communications latency for homogeneous traffic
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Fig. 7. Communications latency for heterogeneous traffic

strict WiNoCoD architecture starts out with a latency 10%
lower at 127 cycles for lower injection rates. It saturates for
injection rates of about 0.5 transaction/cluster/RF-cycle. The
supple WiNoCoD architecture has a latency 18% lower than
that of the wired mesh at 114 cycles also for lower injection
rates.

The following results highlight the two main characteristics
of WiNoCoD: the RF NoC and the dynamic reconfiguration.
With the RF NoC, latency improvements are achieved for all
traffic types at low injection rates. In particular, Fig. 8 shows
that thanks to OFDMA, the latency of broadcast transactions
is decreased by 36%, from an average of 159 cycles on
the DSPIN architecture to 101 cycles for the WiNoCoD
architectures. For heterogeneous traffic and low injection rates,
Fig. 7 shows a 30% improvement in latency between the
DSPIN architecture and both WiNoCoD architectures. For
homogeneous and mixed traffic, latency for low injection rates
is reduced by 9% and 13% respectively as shown in Fig. 6 and
Fig. 9 respectively.

Additionally, the new smart routing scheme is able to further
reduce latency by dispatching data in a more optimized way
between the wired and the RF networks. For homogeneous
traffic and low injection rates, Fig. 6 shows that latency de-
creases by 10% between the original strict architecture and
the new supple one, from 127 cycles to 114 cycles, for
homogeneous traffic. For mixed traffic and low injection rates,
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Fig. 8. Communications latency for broadcast traffic
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Fig. 9. Communications latency for mixed traffic

Fig. 9 shows a 20% reduction in latency between the strict
architecture and the supple one.

Furthermore, the new routing scheme pushes back the
saturation threshold. Fig. 6 shows that the saturation point is
pushed back by 30%, from an injection rate of 0.5 transac-
tion/cluster/cycle to 0.65. The same effect can be seen in Fig. 9,
the saturation point goes from 0.5 for the strict architecture to
0.6 for the supple. Overall, comparing the strict and supple
architectures, both using dynamic bandwidth allocation, we
see that the saturation threshold is pushed back by 20%.

As for smart routing, the RF dynamic allocation algorithm
benefits vary with the type of generated traffic. For example,
in Fig. 8, comparisons between static and dynamic versions
of the architecture show that RF bandwidth reconfiguration
does not improve performances for broadcast. However, for
others traffics such as heterogeneous traffic, Fig. 7 shows
that dynamic reconfiguration allows to greatly improve the
saturation issue, as it goes from an injection rate of 0.05 for
static configurations to 0.4 for the dynamic ones.

In the end, for mixed traffic, Fig. 9 shows that dynamic
reconfiguration allows to push back the saturation threshold.
With the strict architecture, it is improved by up to 43% com-
pared to a fixed allocation of the RF channels. The saturation
point goes from 0.35 to 0.5. With the supple architecture, the
saturation point is improved by up to 50%, from 0.4 with a
static configuration to 0.6 with a dynamic allocation.

Finally, comparing WiNoCoD with the DSPIN architecture,



Fig. 9 shows that on one hand, the supple WiNoCoD architec-
ture outperforms DSPIN for injection rates up to 0.45. On
the other hand, the saturation threshold for DSPIN occurs
at a higher rate than WiNoCoD. However, the conducted
experiments only take into account a limited spatial and
temporal communication heterogeneity, since all clusters fol-
low the same behavior throughout simulation duration. This
would not necessarily be the case if we were to run real
software applications. So, it would be interesting to run such
experiments to evaluate up to which point WiNoCoD’s lower
saturation threshold is penalising.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper proposed a new routing mechanism for the
WiNoCoD architecture and studied its impact in terms of
latency and saturation. A new, more flexible architecture with
smarter transaction routing has been defined. In order to
compare our new architecture with the original WiNoCoD
architecture and with a more conventional wired NoC, Sys-
temC models of platforms have been developed. We studied
a CMP with 1 024 clusters in which the RF NoC represents
5.5% of the overall power consumption and 4.5% of the
overall area of the chip. Simulations were performed using
synthetic traffic generators with several profiles: homogeneous,
heterogeneous, broadcast and mixed. For homogeneous traffic,
the new, more flexible architecture allows to improve latency
by up to 10% compared to the original strict architecture and
up to 30% compared to a wired 2D NoC architecture based
on DSPIN routers. For mixed traffic, latency is decreased
by 20% between the strict architecture and the new supple
one. The supple WiNoCoD architecture also allows to push
back the saturation threshold by 20% compared to the strict
architecture. Future work aims at refining the routing algorithm
by including other parameters such as RF and wired networks
saturation consideration, in order to further optimize the use
of the RF NoC. Work is also being carried out to test real
software on the architecture to evaluate and compare more
precisely our improvements.
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